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DESIGN OF THE SEISMIC RETROFITTING (+STATIC REPAIR+REFURBISHMENT)

UNDAMAGED BUILDING

- Structural Retrofit (compulsory)
- Functional Adaptation (optional/compulsory)

Introduction

DAMAGED BUILDING

- Structural Repair (compulsory)
- Structural Retrofit (optional/compulsory)
- Functional Adaptation (optional/compulsory)

Design philophy depends on:
1. The technical context : e.g. new seismic code requirements…)

2. Economic context: e.g. there is public financing post-earthquake reconstruction, or there are rules
to finance energy saving and the client want to combine refurbishment with seismic retrofit to
reduce costs (that can be direct or indirect, the latter can be particularly high for industrial
activities….)
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DESIGN OF THE SEISMIC RETROFITTING (+STATIC REPAIR+REFURBISHMENT)

1 Typological /structural characteristics

2 State of maintenance of the structure

- Typology (frame, wall, dual structure…)
- Static scheme (degree of hyperstaticity,
boundary condition)
- Materials properties
-Regularity/irregularity of the structure in plan
and elevation

-Degradation process (carbonation, corrosion..)
-Intrinsic weakness point ( joints..)
-Damages related to previous seismic events

3 History  of the building

6 Functional requirements

7 Sustainability

-Aesthetics
-Environmental aspects

5 Durability

-Nominal Life
- Material compatibility

Introduction

- Level of enhacement and performance
required (structure shall be operational after
the event? Plants shall be functioning?)

-Evolution of construction phases
-Structural additions

4 Seismic Performance Level

- How new structures will be used (new RC core
used for emergency stairs..) ?
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A

 DEMAND: is
governed by the site 
hazard , soil local
characteristics,  and  
by intrinisc dynamic
properties of the 
structure (T, x)

 CAPACITY:

is related to the 
structural
strength/resistance
in terms of force and 
displacement of the 
single members and 
overall system.

SEISMIC PERFORMANCE

Introduction

PERFORMANCE
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SEISMIC RETROFITTING 
OBJECTIVE

where the “Demand” is influenced by the ground motion, and the “Capacity” is given by the resistance. 
The design inequality must be satisfied not only in terms of strength, but also in terms of displacements.

INCREASE 
THE CAPACITY

REDUCE 
THE DEMAND

IMPROVE SEISMIC PERFORMANCE REQUIRES 

CAPACITY DESIGN

Introduction

SEISMIC ISOLATION
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Conventional 
strengthening 
applications 

generally lead 
to an increase 

in both the
stiffness and 

strength

Insufficient 
deformation 

capacity is usually
caused by 

inadequate 
detailing. 

Increasing the 
overall 

displacement 
capacity is an 

effective seismic
Retrofitting.

1.

2.

INCREASE THE CAPACITY
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Base isolation significantly increases the
effective fundamental period and deformation capacity of the structure.

Additional advantage of using energy dissipation devices is that the seismic 
demand on the structure is also reduced due to increase in the effective 
damping of the structure.

3.

REDUCE THE DEMAND

Increase of damping
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 Conventional Fixed-Base Structures cannot 
be conveniently designed to remain elastic 
in large seismic events (especially in regions 
of high seismicity)

 Common practice is to design them so that 
they experience damage in a controlled 
manner and have large inelastic 
displacements potential

 In well-designed conventional structures,
the yielding action is designed to occur
within the structural members at specifically
selected locations (“plastic hinges zones”),
e.g. mostly in the beams adjacent to beam-
columns joints in moment-resisting framed
structure.

BUILDINGS SEISMICALLY DESIGNED
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Global collapse, soft story 
(at ground floor or intermediate floor…)

BUILDINGS DESIGNED ONLY FOR GRAVITY LOADS/ SEISMICALLY DESIGNED WITH 
UNSATISFACTORY  BEHAVIOUR
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Joint /Element Failures
(shear failure, lack of ductility..)

BUILDINGS DESIGNED ONLY FOR GRAVITY LOADS/ SEISMICALLY DESIGNED WITH 
UNSATISFACTORY  BEHAVIOUR
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LOCAL INTERVENTION

Repair+strengthening of 
single joints/elements
(even all nodes, 
columns, etc..).

GLOBAL INTERVENTION

Creation of a new 
resisting systems, acting 
in parallel (dual system -
for partial transfer of 
inertial horozontal forces) 
or completely substituting 
the existing one.

TRADITIONAL
&

INNOVATIVE 
TECHNIQUES
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 2. RETROFIT INTERVENTION FOR IMPROVEMENT OF 
LOCAL STRENGHT/DUCTILITY
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INJECTION OF CRACKS FOR DAMAGED BUILDINGS

14Repair intervention

− This repair method can be used in minor (<0.1mm), 
medium (<3mm) size cracks, and large crack widths 
(up to 5–6 mm).  In case of larger cracks, up to 
20mm wide, cement grout, as opposed to epoxy 
compounds, is the appropriate material for 
injection,

− Injection is deemed complete for a portion of the 
crack when epoxy is expelled from the next higher 
nozzle. Once the repair epoxy has set, the nozzles 
are bent and tied firmly. They can be cut flush and 
sealed with an epoxy patching compound prior to 
rendering of the affected member.

− Crack injection is a versatile and economical method 
of repairing reinforced concrete (RC) structures. The 
effectiveness of the repair process depends on the 
ability of the adhesive material (usually epoxies) to 
penetrate, under appropriate pressure, into the fine
cracks of the damaged concrete.
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TREATMENT OF DEGRADED MATERIALS

− The entire surface area is then dressed by
pressurised sanding, until clean degreased surfaces
were obtained.

− All the exposed rebars are sanded down to white
metal, blown with pressurised air jets and treated
with an anti-corrosive agent.

− The concrete cover is generally hydrodemolished in
seriously damaged parts, lighter treatment by blast
sanding can be used for the well preserved concrete.
These operations can be done mechanically for large
surfaces (like slabs), manually for elements of small
dimensions.

− New plastering is applied to the cover using
thixotropic shrinkage-compensated cement mortar,
fiber-reinforced with polymers.

15

oxidized bar

new bar

 

 Main struts Tie-rods 
 

new  stirrups

 

 
− Final protective coating is applied

Repair intervention
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16Local intervention

Local retrofit strategies
pertain to retrofitting of
columns, beams, joints,
slabs, walls and
foundations.
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CONCRETE JACKETING

Local intervention

 Involves addition of a layer of concrete, 
longitudinal bars and closely spaced
ties.

 The jacket increases both flexural and 
shear strength, if the thickness of the 
jacket is small there is non appreciable
increase in stiffness.

 The placement of ties at the beam-
clumn joints is difficult, if not
impossibile

 There is an increase of the coulmn size
 Drilling holes in the existing concrete 

can cause damages if the concrete is of 
poor quality (this is particularly true for 
already damage structures with cracks
etc…)
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Example of beam jacketing

 Anti-shrinkage fiber-reinforced concrete (or mortar) should be used
 The new bars can be welded to the existing ones using Z or U shaped bent bars
 The analysis of the retrofitted system assumes that there is perfect bond 

between the old and new concrete

Local intervention

CONCRETE JACKETING
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19Local intervention

CONCRETE JACKETING
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STEEL JACKETING

Local intervention

 Refers to an encasing of the column
with steel plates and filling the gap 
with non shrink grout

 The jacket is effective to remedy
inadequate shear strength and 
provide passive confinement to the 
column (plates cannot be anchored
and made continuous, thus are not
used for enhancement of flexural
strength).

 It is also used to stregthen the region
of faulty splicing of longitudinal bars

 As a temporary measure can be 
placed before an engineered scheme
is implemented.
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 Fiber reinforced polymer (or FRP) materials are created by combining high 
strength, thread-like fibers with a polymer or resin material. The result is a rigid 
material that is high strength yet light weight. 

 The fibers in the material give the material all of its strength and stiffness 
characteristics while the polymer holds the fibers in alignment.

 The fibers are available in the form of sheets (or fabrics), pre-formed shapes
and bars

FRP (Fiber Reinforced Polymer)

Local intervention
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Pros 

• Highest strength, 

• Highest stiffness, 

• Most durable fibers.  

• Highly resistant to most 
environmental 
conditions.

• Low creep

• High fatigue endurance. 

Cons

 fabricate this composite 
material is very 
expensive compared to 
traditional concrete and 
steel materials.

 Required Chemicals 
(epoxy, resin, etc)

the cost of the 
material is balanced 
by much lower 
installation costs. 

FRP (Fiber Reinforced Polymer)

Local intervention
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TYPICAL VALUES OF THE 
PROPERITIES OF GLASS FIBRE

 Fibers can be of glass, carbon or 
aramid.  Glass fibers have lower
stiffness and cost as compared to 
carbon fibers. Fibers in sheet or 
fabric can be oriented uni-
directional or in two directions.

 Final composites are elastic up to 
failure and do not exhibit plasticity.

FRP (Fiber Reinforced Polymer)

 They are very sensitive to transverse actions (i.e. corner or 
discontinuity effects) and unable to transfer local shear (i.e.
interfacial failure).

Local intervention
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Zone (1): fiber rupture

Zone (2): concrete collapse

 FLEXURAL STRENGTHENING
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 For shear
reinforcement the 
application can be 
done with a 
continuous wrapping
or discontinuous . 

 It is suggested to 
apply trasnverse
connections of fibers
to the to enhance
debonding.

FRP (Fiber Reinforced Polymer)
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FRP (Fiber Reinforced Polymer)

 Application for confinement

FRP
fl

tf d tf

Ff = Ef f tf h Fc = fl d h Ff = Ef f tf h

h = column height

Local intervention
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Local intervention

FRP (Fiber Reinforced Polymer)

Choosing the type of fibers, their orientation, their thickness and the number of plies, 
results in a great flexibility in selecting the appropriate retrofit scheme that allows to 
target the strength hierarchy at both local (i.e. upgrade of single elements) and global
(i.e. achievement of a desired global mechanism) levels.
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 FRCM (Fiber Reinforced Cementitious Matrix) 
derived from the coupling of a carbon fiber or 
glass mesh with an inorganic cement matrix.

 When adhered to concrete or masonry 
structural members, they form an FRCM 
system that acts as supplemental, externally 
bonded reinforcement.

 RCM has been the technology that has 
recently supplanted the traditional plasters 
reinforced with metallic mesh. Indeed FRCM 
systems have been shown to have numerous 
technical and applicative advantages in their 
favor such as the handling and the on-site 
workability on yard or the ray permeability

FRCM  (Fiber Reinforced Cementitious Matrix

They are used for reinforced 
plasters, restoration of 
shrinkage cracks through (by 
applying them on two sides) 
and non-through (applying on 
only one side), or for the 
perimeter connection of 
claddings and internal 
partitions to pillars and 
beams emerging and not.
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REALIZATIONS OF NEW CONNECTIONS

Lack of effective connections in 
pre-fabricated buildings:
 secondary-main beams;
 Beams-columns
 Column-foundations
 Column and perimetral infills

Local intervention
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 Realization of mechanical steel
connections between members
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RETROFIT OF FOUNDATIONS

 In many buildings designed only for 
gravity loads, foundation pad are 
unsufficient for overturning moment 
and slipping effects due to 
horizonthal forces.

 Often there are no connection  
between isolated plinths, as required
for asesimic structures to prevent
from differential settlements

 Retrofit can require the enlargement
of swallow existing foundation , or 
realization of piles to sustain
overturining moments.
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 Retrofit of foundation can be very
expensive

 Effective connections of the coulmn
with existing (reinforced)ground slab
to transfer shear forces can be 
realized in some cases to avoid
further heavier interventions
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 3. IMPROVEMENT OF GLOBAL CAPACITY
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Shear walls, wing walls or buttress wall are added to 
increase lateral strength and stiffness  of a building, 
and to reduce eccentricity between  of the Centre of 
Mass and Center of Stiffness .
 Frequently used for retrofitting of non ductile 

reinforced concrete frame buildings.
 The added elements can be either cast‐in‐place or 

precast concrete elements.

ADDITION OF SHEAR WALLS
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Addition of wing walls Addition of buttress walls

 Not preferred in the interior of the structure to avoid interior mouldings.
 New elements preferably be placed at the exterior of the building.
 If ony one or two walls are introduced, the increase in lateral resistance is concentrated

in the new elements (the new foundation should be adequate to resist the overturning
moment without rocking or uplift. The stabilizing momet is only due to the self -weight.
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ADDITION OF BRACING

 A steel bracing system can be 
inserted in a RC frame to provide
lateral stiffness, strength, ductility, or 
any combination of these. 

 The braces can be better effective for 
relatively flexible frames (without
infills)

 For an open ground storey, the 
braces can be placed in appropriate 
bays while maintaining the 
appropriate use.

 The connection between the braces
and the existing frame is of great
importance: one possibility is to 
installa an independent steel frame 
within the designated RC frame. Else, 
the braces can be connected directly
to the RC frame
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ADDITION OF BRACING

 When the braces are connected to 
the RC frame at the beam-coulmn
joints, the forces resisted by the 
braces are transferred to the joints
in the form of axial forces, both in 
compression and tension. While the 
addition of compressive forces may 
be tolerated, the resulting of tensile 
forces are of concern

 There are different possibile type of 
connections: a) the force in brace is
transferred to the frame through
the gusset plate, end plate and 
anchor inserts; b) end plate is
connected using through bolts; end 
plate and bearing plate project
beyond the width o the beam and 
column.
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Infill walls of partial heigh can be extended
to reduce the vulnerability of short and 
stiff columns

Addition of a masonry infill wall

ADDITION/STRENGHTENING OF INFILL WALLS

 The lateral stiffness of a story increases with 
infill walls

 Addition of infill walls in the ground storey
is a viable option to retrofit buildings with 
open ground storeys. Due to the «strut
action» of the infilled walls, the flexural and 
shear forces and the ductility demand on 
the ground story columns are substantially
reduced.
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Jacketing of existing masonry infill walls
can be also adopted both as local
intervention (to reduce vulnearbility
related to out-of-plane rotation of the 
element), and global strenghtening

ADDITION/STRENGHTENING OF INFILL WALLS
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FURTHER ISSUES
 Continuous load path of horizontal forces down to the 

foundations.
 Structural regularity in mass, stiffness and resistance 

distribution to achieve
 reduction of global torsional effects
 reduction of local concentrations demands in terms of 

resistance or capacity
 reduction of soft storey collapse probability

 Redundancy of structural elements, which permits
bending moment redistribution behaviour to postpone 
structural collapse

 Limited masses and adequate stiffness to achieve low 
displacements and
 reduction of second order effects
 reduction of non-structural elements damage
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FURTHER ISSUES

 Rigid diaphgram : the distribution of 
horizontal forces by the horizontal diaphragm 
to the various lateral load resisting elements 
depends on the rigidity of the horizontal 
diaphragm.
A flexible roof or intermediate plan can be    
stabilized as rigid diaphgram adding a system
of steel bracing or a collaborating RC slab
(min. 4-5 cm thick), or using FRP strips applied
at the extrados

 Elimination of joints . Shock-transmitter can 
be In this way the forces produced by 
earthquake can be transferred to those 
points, suitably dimensioned, stated by the 
designer, but in order to freely allow the slow 
movements.
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 4. BASE ISOLATION AND 
ENERGY DISSIPATION DEVICES
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Introduction to Base Isolation

Seismic isolation is applicable to existing structures:

when higher performance levels are
required, which calls for the building to be
operational immediately after an
earthquake: e.g. in hospitals police
stations, fire stations, when a structure
has a critical Civil Defence role for
emergency, etc.. The required low levels
of structural and non-structural damage
may be achieved by using an isolation
system that limits structural deformations
and ductility demands to low values;

when a structure is inherently non-ductile
and has only moderate strength, seismic
isolation may provide a required level of
earthquake resistance which cannot be
provided practically by other seismic
techniques;
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Benefits 

The seismic performance of based isolated structures is 
improved (reduced/eliminated) by:

 Reduction of seismic acceleration on the superstructure

 Almost elastic seismic response of the structure

 Reduction of interstory drift/residual displacements

 Recentering of eccentricity (eventual)

Short term benefits:

1. Possible reduction of resisting member cross-sections

2. Saving in geometrically irregular structures

Long term benefits:

1. Higher global structural safety

2. Reduction of repair/recover costs

3. Continuous operativity

Introduction to Base Isolation

Isolation 
interface
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Tis

PERIOD INCREMENT REDUCTION OF INPUT ENERGY 
period lengthening (Tis≥ 3Tbf)

ENERGY BALANCE:

using of additional dissipation devices 

Ei   Ee + Ek + Eh + Ev

Tbf

Ei  =input energy

Eh =hysteretic energy

Introduction to Base Isolation

Ek =kinetic energy

Ek =viscous energy

Ee =elastic deformation energy

 INCREMENT OF DAMPING

The structural behaviour is modified trough:
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Aspects of seismic isolation strategy

Effect of period lengthening 
and damping increase on the 
acceleration seismic spectrum

Effect of period lengthening and 
damping increase on the 
displacement seismic spectrum

Introduction to Base Isolation
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ISOLATORS AUXILIARY DEVICES

ISOLATION SYSTEM

Isolation devices

Comprises:
 High horizontal / lateral flexibility
 Vertical load capacity to support gravity loads
 Stability at high shear strain
 Uplift restrainer and tensile capacity
 Energy dissipation
 Restoring force for self-centering capability
 Adequate rigidity for non-seismic loads (e.g. wind and breaking) while accommodating

thermal, creep and other shortening effects

All isolation systems have generally nonlinear properties; a simplified linear approach can be 
used for pre-dimensioning. System property modification for aging, temperature, wear and 
tear, contamination, etc. must be taken into serious consideration
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Type of Base Isolation system

CONTROL SYSTEMS FOR THE PROTECTION OF 
STRUCTURES

PASSIVE 
CONTROL

BASE ISOLATION

ENERGY DISSIPATION

ELASTOMERIC ISOLATORS

SLIDING DEVICES

LEAD RUBBER ELASTOMERIC ISOLATORS

VISCOUS DAMPERS

STEEL HYSTERETIC DEVICES

SEMI-ACTIVE  
&  ACTIVE 
CONTROL

VISCOELASTIC DEVICES 

SMA DEVICES

SLIDING DEVICES + ELASTO-PLASTIC ELEMENTS

VARIABLE STIFFNESS DEVICES

VARIABLE DAMPING DEVICES

ACTIVE BRACINGS

HYBRID 
SYSTEMS
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Ref.   
www.fip-group.it

Isolation/Dissipation devices

ISOLATORS

http://www.fip-group.it/
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VELOCITY-DEPENDENT 
DEVICES

DISPLACEMENT –DEPENDENT DEVICES

Non-linear Linear

Isolation/Dissipation devices

Ref.   www.fip-group.it

DAMPERS

http://www.fip-group.it/
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RIGID-CONNECTION 
DEVICES

Isolation/Dissipation devices
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Rubber Bearing (or Lead Rubber Bearing) Friction Pendulum System (FPS)

Isolators typically used for retrofit intervention:

 Elastomeric bearings with or without lead cores

 Curved sliders which used gravity as restoring force

Typologies of isolators
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Laminated rubber bearings:

NRB: natural rubber bearing
Disadvantage: relatively low 
damping provided by the rubber

HDRB: high damping rubber 
bearing 
More susceptible to heat related 
property changes during cyclic
loading and to aging effects

LRB: lead rubber bearing 
lead plug designed to yield under 
lateral deformation and to dissipate
supplemental energy
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Elastomeric bearing:
Steel laminates increase significantly the vertical stiffness of the device

Typologies of isolators
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HDRB: High Damping Rubber Bearing

 Behavior: max shear deformation 150-200%
 Equivalent viscous damping: 10÷15%
 Shear modulus: G=0.4-0.7 MPa
 Nominal limit axial stress v=10-15 MPa

Advantages:
 High-moderate damping
 High lateral stiffness for small shear deformations

 This allows to reduce the vibration amplitude for moderate shear 
forces (e.g. wind action)

 Low lateral stiffness for large shear deformations
 This allows to reduce the seismic vibrations on the superstructure

Disadvantages:
 Stiffness and damping depend on deformations
 More susceptible to heat related property changes during cyclic loading 

and to aging effects

Typologies of isolators
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LRB: Lead Rubber Bearing
 Behavior: strongly non-linear with max shear deformation 125÷200%
 Equivalent viscous damping: 30%

Advantages:
 Natural rubber is used with wide range od stiffness and damping
 Lateral stiffness and effective damping are less variable than HDRB 
 Lead plug is designed to yield under lateral deformation and to dissipate 

supplemental energy

Typologies of isolators
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Friction Pendulum System:

It consists of two sliding plates, one of which with 
a spherical concave lining surface, connected by a 
lentil-shaped articulated slider

Typologies of isolators

Curved surface sliders use gravity as a recentering force; the operating principle
is the same as the pendulum.
Energy dissipation is ensured by the friction of the main sliding surface. The
parameters for the bilinear constitutive bond depend on the bending radius and
friction coefficient.
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The procedure is
iterative, since Ke and 
xe depend on design 
diaplcement.
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NOTE: The equivalent period Te does
not depend on the mass

Typologies of isolators

2 2 2
/r sd

M M R
T

K N R g
    

The device behaviour is characterized by :
 the radius of curvature (device geometry)
 the friction (material)

Behaviour similar to simple pendulum

Tipically the behaviour is non linear (bi-linear). For 
pre-dimensioning a linearized approach can be used, with 
equivalent stifffness Ke and equivalent damping xe.
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FPS: Friction Pendulum System

 Behavior: rigid with hardening and recentering capacilities
 Friction coefficient: variable 2÷10%

Advantages:
 Moderate-high damping

Disadvantages:
 Friction properties depends on pressure 
 Properties function of velocity
 Temperature issues

Typologies of isolators

Rif. : Catalogo FIP Industriale
Rif. : Costantinou et al., 1987

V(mm/s)
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1. Load calculation  - dead,  seismic (from the analysis)

2. Selection of the type of isolator/location

3. Set force/displacement limits
Set isolation period

Set isolators’ damping

4. Design of the isolators

5. Analyze the building with isolators

6. Performance check

7. Repeat and refine
(new axial loads/displacement form the analysis)

Design/Retrofit of a base-isolation system
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SIMPLIFIED LINEAR APPROACH  (Pre-dimensioning) 

Equivalent SDOF system
for base-isolated structure: 
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 The selection of a particular retrofitting technique depends on:
 The intensity of seismic action expected (DEMAND);
 The structural resistance in terms of forces and displacement CAPACITY; 
 The required performance level, related to the  functional characteristics and the 

importance of the structure. 

 The main challenge is to achieve a desired performance level at a minimum cost 
(direct & indirect costs related to building use interruption), and with the 
minimum intervention. Ideally, each structure must be evaluated in detail to 
determine the optimum retrofit strategy compatible with its characteristic. 

 Considering the cost of retrofit, it is imperative to have seismic evaluations of a 
building both for the existing and retrofitted conditions to justify the selected 
strategies.

 When a member is added to the existing building, the load transfer and the 
compatibility of deformation shall be carefully evaluated, and ensured by proper
detailing. Additional demand on the foundations has to be accounted for.

 Passive protection with sesimic isolation can be adopted when higher
performances  are required , e.g. for buildings that shall remain operational after
the earthquake.
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Thanks for your kind attention!

giovanni.tecchio@dicea.unipd.it
Department of Civil, 
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Engineering


